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Victorious Midland Masters Team members celebrate their indoor Inter Area Challenge
win

 The W60 dream relay team of Sally Hine, Ellen Ledden, Jill Roginski and Angela Copson 
                            

                                               Championship 200m  Best Performance By Dominic Bradley  in 22.96
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Sub Editorial

Margaret Simpson who for many many years who was editor of the Midland Master Athlete Newsletter is 
taking a well earned retirement, so I have stepped in to fill the gap until a new editor is found, I was editor
of the Centurion   Runners Newsletter for several years so hopefully it will not be too much of a train 
wreck.
With many fixtures postponed including the World Masters Track and Field Championships in Toronto 
many clubs     are organising virtual competitions. But for the near future most fixtures are off, 
I have included in the Newsletter a list of Masters events that have not been confirmed as cancelled. 
 Matt Long, Graham Lamb and Martin Wilkinson have all provided much appreciated content for this 
edition 

Louis Satterthwaite
__________________________________________________________________

MMAC COMMITTEE 
COMMITTEE CONTACTS 2019 

PRESIDENT; Sue Kneill Boxley            suekb@outlook.com 
CHAIR;  GRAHAM LAMB 07790 495 115. grahamhlamb@gmail.com 
GENERAL SECRETARY;  JILL LAMB   07779102555  jillchlamb@aol.com 
TREASURER;  MARTIN WILKINSON, MMAC <MMAC.treasurer@virginmedia.com>
MEMBERSHIP SEC.; GRAHAM LAMB  07790 495 115. grahamhlamb@gmail.com 
ASST. EDITOR;  LOUIS SATTERTHWAITE  geoemm@tiscali.co.uk  

MINUTES SECRETARY Kate Satterthwaite                II

______________________________________________________________________

MIDLAND MASTERS AC COMPETITION VESTS AVAILABLE FROM SUTTON RUNNER
The MMAC vest has been updated to include the club badge.

It is white with red vertical band bearing The club name and badge This is a must for your kit bag.
The mini-mesh vest is £14.99 (plus postage and packing)

Women’s vests to order at the same price.
Please send your order to: Sutton Runner, 268 Jockey Road, Sutton Coldfield B73 5XL

https://www.suttonrunner.com/shop/
Telephone first to confirm sizes in stock (0121-355-2901) 

Shop open: MON-SAT 9.00am – 5.30 pm
__________________________________________________________________________

MMAC Welcomes New Members

Garry Flude Coventry Godiva Harriers
Paul Alan Sheppard Midland Masters AC
Akpoviroro Esiekpe Midland Masters AC
Mark Green Cannock & Stafford AC
Maria Shaw Harborough AC
Kate Satterthwaite  Midland Masters AC
Ellie Stevens-Meany Birchfield Harriers
Emma Hawkey Bournville Harriers

_________________________________________________________________________

                                                   MIDLAND MASTERS ATHLETIC CLUB
                            
                                                                 ANNUAL GENERAL MEETING
                                      
                                                                             (VIRTUAL MEETING) HELD ON 25 April 2020

PRESENT:   Graham Lamb (Chair) , Jill Lamb, Martin Wilkinson, Irene Nicholls, Adrian Lloyd,
Lou Satterthwaite, Katie Holmes, Peter Coote, Matt Long,  Kate Satterthwaite (minutes)  

APOLOGIES:    Rita Brownlie, Mick Smedley, Marcia Smedley, Margaret Simpson,
Sue Kneill-Boxley, Lindsay Pulley

MINUTES:  The minutes of the 47th Annual General Meeting were approved by the committee.

Graham welcomed everyone to the 48th AGM Meeting.
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CHAIRMAN'S REPORT

Normally I would be reporting to the AGM on what has happened to MMAC in the last year and what we have to look
forward to. Clearly, we are now in a very different situation, with our Track and Field Championships cancelled and no
clear timeline when we will be able to compete again.
We have also had to switch this AGM to a virtual meeting, we wanted to continue with this meeting, so we can ensure we
have a committee in place to hit the ground running when things improve.

Firstly, I would like to thank the committee for their support over the last year and all their efforts to ensure events take
place. It has been a pleasure to have Irene Nichols as our President in the last year a fitting way to recognise her
contribution to MMAC over many years. Irene was active as ever in the T&F championships and has provided me with a
lot of valuable insight from her many years as Chairman. I must also mention Margaret Simpson who has held many
roles over the years, has always been in the background helping at the events with Irene and has been helping on the
Newsletter for 30 years, editing the last 20 years. Margaret has now decided to take a back seat and has stood down
from MMAC roles and I want to thank her for her service to the club.

Last Year’s AGM was at Rosliston Forestry Centre and we combined it with a parkrun, several members came and took
part with Angela Copson setting the W70 age best and Mick Smedley taking the M70 honour for the course. Next, we
had the 10-mile race inside the Burton 10, in very hot weather running by the Trent, sounds better than it probably was!
We also tried parkrun tourism at Walsall, Sandwell and Perry Barr, it was great to meet some members at these parkruns
but numbers were low and so we put that initiative on hold. Our next event was the Track and Field Championships and
we were lucky with another good day for the event at Nuneaton. We had a successful event and again had many non
MMAC athletes coming to join us. Thanks to all the people who helped put the event on and to all those on the
committee who were working in the background to organise the day. Then it was the Inter Areas at Coventry and Elaine
Mee once again led the team to a win, taking the Men’s, Women’s and Overall trophies. Well done to all the team.

Many of our athletes did well in the BMAF championships and a lot made the trip to the Venice area for the European
championships. Little did we expect the turmoil that area is currently suffering as we saw high class master’s athletics in
the sun. It was great to see many of our members in action, a lot winning medals and others enjoying their time
competing. It was fun to be in the stadium on super Saturday when in the space of a few hours it was gold for Julie
Rogers and Jane Horder in the short hurdles with Silver for Adam Young in the high jump.

Our MMAC team took part in the Midlands Vets League, thanks to Tony Porter for his efforts running the team and to
Martin Wilkinson who besides being our treasurer took his timekeeping officials’ course to be able to help out at matches.
Martin continues to do a great job as treasurer, keeping our finances on an even keel and encouraging us to start new
initiatives. Then it was the Wilne 10K where we held our 10K championship, with some good times on this flat course.

We held the MMAC Cross Country relays inside the BMAF event, expertly run by Rob Fox. The wet cold weather made
it a challenging event.

Mick Smedley was as ever, actively involved in the selection process for the England Cross Country team in the Cross
Country International and we had many of our runners taking part. Worth mentioning Mick was also the driving force in
suggesting a selection race for the event is held inside the Derby Cross country races the weekend the team is chosen.
This central location should make it a strong event and a good chance for our runners to shine.
We held our Cross Country Championships inside the Midlands event, they even allowed us to run the Over 65 men with
the Ladies. There was a good turnout of MMAC members for their clubs and there was a good attendance of the runners
afterwards for the awards. Thanks to Jill Lamb for giving out all the age identifiers and helping to organise our event.
Then it was the Colin Simpson Handicap in Kingshurst with some of our members taking part in the race.

Next was the Indoors Inter Areas at Lee Valley. Elaine has continued to run the team for several years expecting it to be
her last as she was looking to move out of the area. Conscious of this we had put out a request for anyone else willing to
help and Matt Long offered to come and run the Mens team with Elaine happy to carry on with the women. This was a
winning combination as MMAC took all 3 trophies at Lee Valley, first time we think we had done this, well done to all the
athletes and Matt and Elaine
Then we started planning this season events, hoping to arrange road relays inside the BMAF event and our T&F
championships,  sadly  these  have  both  had  to  be  cancelled  as  were  the  Braga  indoors  and  the  Toronto  World
Champions.
At the moment we don’t know if the Inter Areas will take place or if the BMAF championships will go ahead. It’s an
uncertain time but as a committee we will continue to meet to plan events as soon as possible.

I also want to thank Sue Kneill Boxley for her work on the web and communications and I know she will be an active
President. Lou Satterthwaite has played a key role on the newsletter, designing the layout and sorting out a lot of the
results. Kate Satterthwaite, Marcia Smedley, Adrian Lloyd, Rita Brownlie also have been helping on the committee and
taking on several tasks.
Last year we finished with 688 members, slightly up on the previous year. We continue to attract new members and
there has been a huge growth in master running in events like parkruns.
Currently our membership off 549 is below where we were at this stage last year but this is not surprising with the current
uncertainty.
It could be the lack of other options for exercise will see a lot more people interested in running so we may benefit next
year.
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2021 will be the 50th anniversary, since the Midlands Vets Athletics club was formed in October 1971. We hope next
year we will be able to look forward to that celebration and put this year behind us.

TREASURER'S REPORT:
Martin said income and expenditure were very similar to last year. End of the year, we broke even with a tiny
surplus, prior to the events closing down.  BMAF affiliation in fees reduced which was very welcome. More was
spent on officials and competitors' support - we have almost doubled the fund for people wearing England vests or
going to the Lea Valley indoors. We have just funded that again.

Residual balance in the bank - a surplus of £27,000 which is double which we actually need. We may want to
contribute extra funds towards International selections next year.  Track & Field is the highest risk event we hold
and this could go either way a small profit or loss.  We have sufficient funds to offset any risk and from a finance
point of view we are fine.  This year there has been a sudden lack of competition and activity and we need to make
a decision and discuss at the end of the year.  We may need to reset the fees next year. 

Adrian said part of the surplus was left in a legacy from Dennis Withers' endowment of £9000. He suggested to
keep that and only use a large amount if the need arises.  Martin said we are still increasing events and are still one
third higher than when he started. There is no need to increase subs.  Irene said EA only charge £15 instead of £16
giving our first claim members a discount that we can rebate next year. Irene thanked Martin very much for his
diligence and expressed appreciation of the work he puts in and also thanked Graham and Jill for the hard work
that they do.  

ELECTION OF OFFICERS
Irene said as President she did not really feel she had contributed a great deal because of personal circumstances.
The role does involve a lot of communication around the area and is a job that needs someone who is more
available. Irene enjoyed being President and will pass on the President's chain.
President's Award: It is always a pleasure to make an award to someone who has contributed significantly to the
club and the President's Award this year will go to Jill Lamb for all the tasks she does. Irene will arrange an award
for Margaret Simpson for all her hard work over the years.

2020/2021 MMAC COMMITTEE

President:  Sue Kneill Boxley
President elect:  vacant - on hold as we are not sure how this year will continue
Chair: Graham Lamb 
Vice Chairman: Rita Brownlie
Secretary: Jill Lamb 
Membership Secretary: Graham Lamb 
Treasurer: Martin Wilkinson 
Minutes Sec: Kate Satterthwaite
Walking Secretary: vacant
Handicapper: vacant
T&F Secretary: vacant & Asst. T&F Secretary: vacant
Road & CC Secretary: Chris Mason
Officials Secretary: vacant 
Media website: Sue Kneill Boxley 
Committee Members:  Marica Smedley, Irene Nicholls
Records Co-ordinator: Brian Owen
Newsletter Editor: vacant.  Asst. N/L , Editor: Louis Satterthwaite
Delegates: MCAAA Rita Brownlie, EAMA/BMAF Graham Lamb
 Team/Managers:
Mick Smedley (CC International)
MMAC Vets team manager Tony Porter MVL
Interarea teams - Men - Matt Long, Women - Elaine Mee

Chris Mason had volunteered to take on the Road & Cross country Secretary and he and the rest of the committee
were elected. Jill will check to see if Brian Owen, Records Coodinator  is going to carry on. 

Fixtures - Graham said we are doing virtual challenges with the STRAVA Group, running a 5K and 10K Challenge
and  running  a  Grand  Prix  and  we  are  seeing  if  we  can  get  more  people  to  join.   The  Outdoor  BMAT T&F
championships is cancelled and multi events are cancelled as well. Internationally Toronto and Braga have been
cancelled (Braga could go ahead in January). 
Hopefully September events will go ahead, also the Cross Country in October.

Graham said next year will be 50th Anniversary and we will look to arrange events to celebrate.

Any other business
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Graham said there will be an issue when the committee meet next. BMAF want to change their constitution in the
May AGM.

 Irene said she is a little concerned about moves to move more responsibility to BMAF and reduce the influence of
regional clubs.  She had always thought we were autonomous with the guidance of BMAF if required. She was
concerned about the amount of involvement that the BMAF are looking to have with the local clubs.

Graham said until we see their proposals it certainly isn't clear what they are saying.  We will arrange a MMAC
committee meeting using Zoom to review the proposals.

Lou asked if the next newsletter is to go out before the next meeting.  Everyone thought this was a good idea.
Martin said he has given Lou some extracts from the archives for the newsletter. Matt Long has done a lot on
Facebook about the interareas and we can include that. We will look to publish after Virtual Grand Prix results for
April are ready.

 Matt Long asked if we could consider MMAC tracksuit tops for the 50 th anniversary. Several members at the inter
areas were keen on this.

Peter Coote is a member of the West Midlands Athletics Council and they were asking for ideas from clubs on how
should we get our sport up and running after lockdown. We can see things getting cancelled in front of us.  

Various ideas were discussed.

The Date for next AGM Meeting is provisionally:  24 April 2021.

The meeting closed at 11.04.
___________________________________________________________________

Fixtures

British Masters Virtual 5k Relays 14-20 Jun 2020 
Entries via    https://opentrack.run/

The event celebrates the masters road relay championships at Sutton Park and the 5k championships at Horwich, which
were cancelled due to coronavirus.

Teams: Entry is FREE to UKA affiliated clubs, with an optional donation to MacMillan Nurses charity, for as many 
masters athletes as they wish, all whom should be UKA registered, They will be grouped automatically into multiple
teams in 10-year age bands (down-aging allowed), based on their ages as of 20th June: M35-44: 6 stages; M45-
54, W35-44: 4 stages; M55-64, M65-74; M75+, W45-54, W55-64, W65-74; W75+: 3 stages. Individual entries also 
welcome from anyone.

Awards: Certificates to each member of the first three teams in each age group based on sum of times and to the fastest 
three athletes in each age group.

The Course: One or more circular or out and back loops totalling 5k, with the start/finish close together. You must be fully 
aware of the dangers involved in participating and be responsible for your own safety, especially if this involves use of 
public roads.

PLEASE ABIDE BY CURRENT LOCAL GOVERNMENT SOCIAL DISTANCING RULES DURING THE 
COMPETITION.

Submitting Results: Athletes must record their performances using GPS devices and submit evidence with 
their result submission (via Strava or Garmin Connect) in order to qualify for an award.

Contact details: rmcintyre@bmaf.org.uk

18 Oct 
2020

England vs Celtic Nations Masters International Marathon 
University of York, Heslington, York YO10 5DD
Event Information
England Selection Process
NOTE: CLARIFICATION BY EA OF EFFECTS OF CORONAVIRUS 
PANDEMIC AWAITED
Celtic Nations Selection: contact England Athletics   Road 
Running Team

(List of 
Confirmed 
Entries)

see qualifying races

29-31 Oct 
2020 

European Masters Road Running/Walking and Cross 
Country Relays Championships - Madeira, POR
Rescheduled - existing entries will be valid and new entries will 
be taken
Details                                                                                P5

Entry 28 Sep 2020

https://data.opentrack.run/x/2020/PRT/emacns/
https://www.ema-madeira2020.com/
https://data.opentrack.run/x/2020/GBR/ecmmar/
https://data.opentrack.run/x/2020/GBR/ecmmar/
https://data.opentrack.run/x/2020/GBR/ecmmar/
mailto:agegroupteam@englandathletics.org
mailto:agegroupteam@englandathletics.org
mailto:agegroupteam@englandathletics.org
https://www.englandathletics.org/athletics-and-running/england-competitions/england-teams-and-selection/england-age-group-masters/marathon-masters-team-opportunities/
https://www.runforall.com/events/marathon/yorkshire-marathon/race-information/
https://opentrack.run/
https://data.opentrack.run/x/2020/GBR/bmaf-virtual-rr/


06-08 Nov 
2020

European Masters Mountain & Trail Running 
Championships - Madeira, POR
Rescheduled - existing entries will be valid and new entries will 
be taken
Details

Entry 04 Oct 2020

14 Nov 
2020

British & Irish Masters Cross-Country International - 
Ireland - Santry Demesne, Dublin
Registration for England selection
All applicants for a place in the England team must register for
selection here even if they are not competing in the selection 
race

see qualifying races 
marked *BIMCCI* 
below

06-12 Apr 
2021

World Masters Indoor Track & Field Championships - 
Edmonton, Canada
Details

28-30 May 
2021

European Masters Mountain Running Championships - Val 
Tramontina (ITA)

__________________________________________________________________

   Newsletter memories compiled by Martin Wilkinson (Treasurer)

1971-1973

November 1971

1. Committee elected at Halesowen Sunday 7th October, after 10,000m road race: 

Jack Selby, 15 Tamworth Rd, Coventry   Secretary

Colin Simpson, 87 Willow Rd, Solihull    Treasurer

Daryl McWhirter, 135 Moat Rd, Warley, Worcs

George Phips, 164 Millbank, Warwick, Warcs. Statistician & Chairman

2. Subscription 25p per year

February 1972

1. 10,000m yacht handicap road race – Tipton – 23 January – results

The handicap order and list of results are attached. Thanks to the organisers and officials for contributing to 
yet another Midlands Vets enjoyable event. Welcome to the newcomers who started in this race and helped to boost
the numbers to a record of 32. 

Two difficulties we experienced in this race. Firstly a couple of competitors were without numbers. If you 
haven’t a number, please worry the officials to death for one. Secondly, our initial numbers are too small to be seen 
at any distance and therefore bigger numbers will be provided presently. 

3. Club membership

This continues to grow rapidly and now totals 60. – A very good membership considering the short time that we 
have been in existence. However there are many more who are interested, some who haven’t even heard of us. 
Spread the word and persuade more to enjoy their running with us. April 1972
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Northern Vets v Midland Vets 10,000 metres cross country race.
Only 5 Midland Vets ran this event. Unfortunately the car transporting Des Owen, Bill Kay and Les James broke 
down only 6 miles from Newark and they didn’t make it. Their thoughts of hanging their running kit in a conspicuous 
place to attract attention of other passing athletes was effected too late. It is rumoured that they deliberately didn’t 
wave down George Phipps and Jack Selby, travelling along the same road at high speed, because they didn’t want 
to win. 

December 1972

Ladies Vets This is a non-starter as no lady is over 40.

March 1973

Results of the Mid.Vets Cross Country Championships Solihull 23 March 1973

Congratulations to:- Colin Simpson and Bill Powell in retaining their titles: to Tom Buckingham for adding another 
championship over 50 notch to his belt: to Ron Bentley for consistent lapping to take second place and newcomer 
Eddie Kirkup jumping straight in to third spot: to secretary John Selby taking second place in the over 50. Good 
packing by the Wolverhampton and Bilston lads (4, 10 & 11) gave them a comfortable team win over last year’s 
winners Leamington. Where are all the other teams? Come on Tipton, Birchfield, Derby, Godiva. I hope to see you 
in the Road Relay. 

May 1973

Association of Veteran Athletes (AVA) This is a new publication for Veteran athletes about veteran athletes. There 
will be 4 issues each year and the cost will be £1.00 per year. If interested send fee to editor Clive Shippen, 24 
Frysten Ave, Coulsdon, Surrey, CR3 2PT. 

December 1973

Northern Vets v Midlands Vets Michelin 16 December 1973

The three lap course of 10km was that used for the national vets on championships a couple of years ago. It was a 
good challenging course. Colin Simpson shot off with Arthur Walsham at the start, but on reaching the wet, muddy 
heavy stuff, Arthur glided over it whilst Colin tried to plough his way through. (George Phipps literally took a dive in 
it). With 10 men to count, the Northern Vets won with 92 points to Midland Vets 130 points. Daryl McWhirter took the
Mid. Vets handicap with Cyril Beaston 2nd and Colin Simpson 3rd – taking his first handicap prize. 
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                             Newsletter memories compiled by Martin Wilkinson (Treasurer)

---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

TREBLE TRIUMPH AT INTER AREA CHALLENGE:

The club achieved the unprecedented feat of winning all three trophies at the indoor Inter Area Challenge, held at
the  illustrious  Lee  Valley  Athletics  Centre.  Here,  Team managers  Matt  Long  and  Elaine  Mee  report  on  that
memorable day of Sunday March 1st, 2020. 

TREBLE TRIUMPH FOR SHORT SPRINT SQUAD
Midland Masters Spring Squad blasted out of the blocks to record a phenomenal three wins in the eight 60m races.
Incredibly seven of the eight team members achieved top three finishes.
Superb  Sally  Hine  set  a  new Championship  Best  Performance (10.34s)  in  winning  the  W70 race.  Dominant
Dominic Bradley (7.13s) appeared effortless in taking the M35 race whilst Donald Brown bettered his rivals with a
7.86s clocking to take the spoils ion the M50 race. There was a silver lining for Karen Gomes (8.28s) in W35 race.
Finishing just outside the top three was Chris Monk whose (8.99s) bagged invaluable team points and bodes well
for a summer season over the full 100m. Mens Captain Lawrie Dunn (pictured) proved he could walk the walk after
talking the talk in taking a podium spot finish in 3rd (9.53s) in the M70s

 200m TRACK TRIUMPHS
The team picked up a fabulous five podium level places, with one first, one runner-up and three third places in the
200m. Dominic Bradley blasted to a new CBP in 22.96s, whilst there was a silver lining for Ellena Ruddock (W40)
27.26s. Jill Roginski (W60) and Fiona Palmer (W50) placed third with 33.54 and 30.32 respectively whilst mens's
skipper Lawrie Dunn (M70) used his experience for a top 3 finish in an eye catching 32.09s. Phil Clayton (M60) and
David Wilson (M50) finished in 4th and 6th respectively and ran well to notch up invaluable team points
                              
CHAMPIONSHIP BEST PERFORMANCE FOR TINA
Hats off to terrific Tina Wickens (W50) who stormed to a fantastic championship best performance of 65.06s in
taking the spoils over 400m. Richard White (M60) looked a class act in record 59.18s to win his event. This deadly
duo were backed up by brilliant Bruce Hendrie (M70) who bagged a sliver and evergreen Elaine Ledden (W60) who
took bronze. Whilst outside of podium finishes, Gemma Knight (W35) 4th, Nathan Moore (M35) and Kevin Pye
(M50) – both 5th – all notched up invaluable points for the collective cause

MIDDLE DISTANCE MARVELS
Midland Masters took the spoils in no less than 3 of the 8 races over the 4 lap 800m races. Thumping the opposition by a
staggering 9 seconds was awesome Angela Copson (3:20.62). Having to battle harder for their respective victories were
terrific Tina Wickens (W50 1st 2m30.63) who narrowly headed Lisa Thomas of VAC and David Jones (M70) who edged
out EMAC Kenneth Bowman by just 7 tenths of a second in a barmstorming finish which had the team dancing in delight
in the Lee Valley aisles. These victories inspired follow ups from Lucie Tait-Harris (W35), Graham Moffatt (M50) and
David Oxland (M60), all of whom took brilliant bronze medal positions. Running a perfect tactical race was M35 Phil
Gould, who inspiringly set aside considerable emotional pressures to run a blinder in tactical terms, moving from the rear
of the field late on to take an unexpected but welcome 4th in bagging invaluable points for the collective cause. 

MAJESTIC METRIC MILERS’
Continuing on from the massive successes had by our 800m squad, were the Metric Milers’ who attacked one of
the track and field’s blue riband events with gusto. M60 David Bedwell (4:59.34) was magnificent in holding off
Richard Holland (VAC) as was W35 Lucy Wallace (pictured) whose 4:55.86 saw her head a class field.

A brave and committed front run from M35 Kristian Watson (4:21.01) saw him finish up as runner up to Simon
Coombes of EMAC and the inspirational Jane Pidgeon ran a superbly judged race to finish W50 runner up behind
VAC’s Anna Critchlow.
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Two men who barely had time to sit down all day due to their commitment to bagging points were M50 Conrad Watson
who climbed off his sick bed for an unexpected and fine 4th in a new PB (5:00.77) and David Jones (M70) who also
placed 4th but who would of course take gold over 800m

RECORD RACE WALK
Carolyn Derbyshire set a barnstorming New W35 Championship Best Performance (10:32.77-pictured left) over the 2k
circuit at Lee Valley to destroy the opposition. Her M35 counterpart Paul Hawkins (12:30.47) took gold in his race as did
wonderful Wendy Kane (11:45.68- pictured right) in comfortably beating Helen Middleton of EMAC. 

M50 Conrad Watson (see separate report which follows shortly) took a fine 3rd with M70 showing Peter Boszko unlucky
to be given a DQ but nevertheless showing his metal in attempting to compete with men more than a decade his junior in
the M60 race

GOLDEN BROWN
M50 Donald Brown strode to a new Championship Best Performance and British record of 8.94 in the 60m hurdles. His
grace under pressure was enough to hold off Barrie Marsden (8.97) from SCVAC. Meanwhile women’s captain Paula
Williams ran a fine 9.72 take runners up spot in the W35 race with SCVAC’s Diana Norman just edging it.

DYNAMIC DAVE COWLEY GIVES HIGH JUMPERS A LIFT OFF. 
M70 David Cowley cleared 1m24 in taking gold to hold off the challenge of Geoff Kitchener (VAC) who trailed him by just
3cm. Captain marvel  Paula Williams (pictured) displayed her versatility with a fine 3rd in the W35 event,  with an
impressive 1m30 and a podium spot was also claimed by M70 Mick Edwards who bravely stepped up to the challenge of
competing against considerably younger athletes in the M60 event. This proved to be an inspiration for M60 Quentin
McQuillan who placed a creditable 4th in the M50 event. Debutant Jack Poxon was understandably pleased with a solid
outing which saw him take 4th as an M35 and he will clearly be an asset to the squad in the years to come

JO JUMPS TO A BRITISH RECORD
W50 Joanne Willoughby (pictured) leaped to a fantastic new British record and Championship best performance of
4m82cm in an exhibition which clearly inspired M50 David Harwell (5m56cm) and W70 Sally Hine to grab golds in their
respective categories. 
Incredibly ALL MMAC competitors in the long jump took podium spots with M35 debutant Jack Poxon a fine runners up.
W35 Janelle Quinn, W60 Elaine Ledden, M60 Mick Edwards and M70 mens captain Laurie Dunn all took bronze,
highlighting the teams’ strength in depth in the jumps. 

VAULTERS KEEP CLUB IN POLE POSITION
M35 all round talent James Robinson (pictured) won easily with 4m01cm, some 70cm ahead of nearest rival. In the M50
category, Terry Selway (2m81cm) enjoyed a fantastic battle for runners up spot with Simon Eastwood, just holding off his
EMAC rival on countback. In the women’s event, M35 Melanie Hepke took a fine 3rd and kept the points rolling in with
2m41cm

A HOP, STEP AND JUMPING JACK!
M35 Jack Poxon snatched a fantastic gold with 10m75cm to edge out Greg Goodram of EMAC by just one centimetre.
The majestic W50 Joanne Willoughby replicated her outstanding form in the long jump by leaping to 10m25cm which
was almost a metre and a half ahead of her nearest rival, Melanie Garland of WMAC. Terrific Terry Selway (M50) took
bronze with M45 Janelle Quinn a hugely creditable 4th in competing in the W35 category. 

 PAYNTER’S THROWS A WORK OF ART
M35 Mathew Paynter took gold in the shot, 11m13cm, more than 2 metres ahead of his nearest rival, Gary Smith of
EMAC. Women’s Captain Paula Williams continued to lead by example on the day, with a comfortable W35 win over
Julie Machin from SCVAC. Susan Frisby (W50) and Jill Roginski (W60) pushed their rivals all the way in taking silvers
with W70 Sally Hine also taking a fabulous runners up spot. M50 Donald Brown and M70 David Cowley took bronze. In
competing with men a decade his junior, M60 Mick Edwards placed a fine 4th

RELAY RUNNERS SEAL THE DEAL
By late afternoon in Lee Valley on Sunday 1st March, just seven 4 x 200m relay races stood between Midland Masters
AC and an unprecedented treble of titles, as both men’s and women’s teams held slender leads over a powerful EMAC
outlet. M70’s, skippered by Lawrie Dunn took a fantastic win with David Cowley, Brice Hendrie and David Jones all rising
to the occasion to collectively clock 2m12.83s. Their considerable exploits were matched by the W35 quartet of Karen
Gomes,  Janelle Quinn, Paula Williams and Ellena Ruddock who romped home in 1m55.35. With the M50, W50 and
M60 teams all finishing runners up and the M35 team taking bronze, the tension in the stands was palpable as the
support team realised the squad stood on the precipice of a unique trio of wins. Sprint relays are that most unpredictable
of events and one slip and a dropped baton in the very last event of the day would have meant a long and empty handed
trip back up the M1 that evening. With hearts in their mouths and a roar from the wider squad, the W60 dream team of
Sally Hine, Ellen Ledden, Jill Roginski and Angela Copson (pictured) did not bottle it and finished the job off in style with
a marvellous win in 2m21.24s. As they wrapped themselves in the club’s flag and the whole squad joined in a merry jig,
the voice over the tannoy proved to be music to the ears of the red and whites- a 27 point overall victory over EMAC,
with the men winning by 19 points and the women by 18 points. It had been some day out in London! 
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MATT LONG UNPICKS HOW MULTI WORLD CHAMPION, JAMES THIE, ADAPTS HIS
TRAINING AS A MASTERS ATHLETE:   

Back in April, I caught up with one of the most diverse characters in UK Athletics. He’s currently a Team GB team
manager and well respected coach at Cardiff Met University but his past is just as illustrious as his present.  
Many of you will be well aware that James Thie is a multi-world champion masters athlete. Famously, you may
recall his incredible triumph in winning an unprecedented 800m, 1500m and 3000m treble in Bupadest back in
2014. A senior career saw him representing his beloved Wales in two Commonwealth Games as well going to
major championships at both European and global level with Team GB. Significantly he placed 4 th in the 1500m
final of the 2004 World Indoor Championships. 
Chronological Age
Thie smiles as he reminds me, “I will be 42 in June”. He knows, as will you, that age is but a number. How many
times have your non athletic friends questioned your involvement in competitive sport of any kind, at a time when
many of them regard vigorous exercise as walking the dog?! We still live in a fundamentally ageist society, where
the chronological number ascribed to us can feel for some like a death sentence. Even though for us athletes, our
chronological  age is but  a number,  we are still  defined by it  when we compete in  our  five or  ten yearly  age
categories- so we are always made to be cognisant of it in some way. 
Biological, Training and Competition Ages
What Thie encourages us to remember is that our chronological age is a relatively poor indicator of what we are
capable of as masters athletes, compared to at least three other ages- namely (1) our biological  age; (2) our
training and (3) our competition age.  Biological age is dependent on how well we’ve looked after ourselves; our
diet; injuries and illnesses for instance. Our training age is how long we have been in the sport of athletics. Our
competition age is how long we have competed for and may differ from our training age as many of you may well
have taken time out from competing at various points in your life- marriage; children; transition from education into
work all spring to mind- but you may well have continued to train albeit as a recreational sports person. 
Returning to those ABCs
First things first, the man who commentates for Eurosport reminds us that, “There are different kind of masters
athletes out there. I am the masters athlete who never stopped”. With a high training and competition age, Thie
acknowledges the inevitably that he will succumb to injury. “I remember that my Achilles was quite bad back in
2009. You have to accept though that as a masters athlete you are going to get niggles”. So how does he as a
performance athlete try and avoid injury? The answer is by returning to the base of the pyramid of long term athletic
development.  He maintains that  work on agility,  balance and co-ordination becomes more important  as one’s
biological, training and competition ages increase. In physiological terms Thie reminds us that, “We lose our muscle
mass”  and  suggests  that  compensation  be  achieved  in  part  by,  “circuits  and  supplementary  work.”  For  him,
revisiting those ABC’s is indicative of the fact that, “Fundamentals are really important. You need to be conditioned
and robust. You don’t have to go to the gym even. A chair in your front room may suffice as the kind of equipment
needed to work with in order to build resilience”. 
Frequency, intensity and volume of training
Whether you run, jump or throw, there are three basic variables which you may need to adjust as you progress
through the masters ranks, namely, the frequency, intensity and volume of your training. Basically how often you
train, how hard you train and the total volume or time of your work within a mircocycle. 
Whilst Thie still often does ‘double day’ training, significantly his aerobic development is no longer achieved solely
by running. “I use an elliptical cross trainer and cycle around 30 miles per day to and from work”, he says, in a clear
nod to the benefits of cross training for the masters athlete. 
Does he still train as intensely as he used to as a senior Team GB international? “I might have two intense workouts
per week maximum or just go for one intense session every 10 days or so if I am competing”, he says with conviction. 
Whilst advocating the need for more rest as a masters athlete, to allow for the super-compensation effects of training
take place, Thie emphasises that adjustments in the frequency, intensity and volume of your training may be as much
about psychology as they are about physiology. He acknowledges that you must, “Let go of your old ego,” in order to
effect this. So a standard session for him as a senior international may have been 10x400m in 60s (60s recovery).
These days as an M40 athlete he may be inclined to do one of two things- (1) Increase the duration of the recovery
between the repetitions or (2) to take away the performative pressure of the session by converting track distances to
stop watch times. Thus the session could be reconfigured as 10x60s (60s recovery). 
Whether you run jump or throw this leaves us with some questions for self-reflection: 
1. What type of masters athlete am I? Am I like James Thie having always been involved in the sport? Am I an 
athlete returning to competition after a break of many years? Or am I perhaps new to the sport of track and field as a 
masters athlete? 
2. When am I guilty of trying to still train exactly the same as I perhaps did as a senior and if I do so is this 
productive for me? 
3. How does my training schedule reflect my own biological, training and competition ages? 
4. In what ways do I monitor the frequency, intensity and volume of my training? 
5. Why might I consider reducing the level of one of the above variables to help my future performances and 
retention in the sport become more sustainable? 
Matt Long is an England Athletics coach education tutor and is leading the roll  out of Youth Endurance
workshops on behalf  of  the  governing body.  As  author  of  more  than 250  coaching articles  he  can be
contacted for advice at mattlongcoach@gmail.com  
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  Virtual GP
April 5k April 10k

SURNAME FIRSTNAME Sex
AG

E
Result Performance Points Result2

Performance
2

Points
2

AverageTotal

Couldwell Marc M 45 00:16:25 86.60% 97 00:33:50 85.2% 100 85.9% 197
Hinxman Tracy F 45 00:17:40 90.6% 100 00:40:50 81.1% 93 85.8% 193
Blunden Matthew M 40 00:15:55 86.1% 96 00:33:40 82.3% 95 84.2% 191
Evans Jane F 40 00:18:05 84.9% 95 00:38:20 82.6% 96 83.7% 191
Davies Sian F 55 00:22:40 80.8% 86 00:45:20 84.6% 98 82.7% 184
WatsonC Conrad M 55 00:20:00 83.3% 92 00:43:40 78.7% 90 81.0% 182
Salt Ian M 40 00:16:20 83.9% 94 00:36:40 75.6% 85 79.8% 179
Savill Peter M 65 00:20:45 80.6% 85 00:42:40 82.2% 94 81.4% 179
Woodwood Tony M 35 00:16:05 82.9% 91 00:36:00 75.2% 84 79.1% 175
Elllis Oz M 35 00:16:40 80.0% 83 00:35:00 77.3% 86 78.7% 169
Lewis David M 50 00:18:50 79.5% 80 00:39:10 78.0% 88 78.8% 168
Morley Michael M 55 00:19:40 78.0% 74 00:39:20 79.7% 92 78.9% 166
Tilley Jason M 45 00:17:40 82.3% 89 00:42:50 69.0% 75 75.6% 164
Lowe Gareth M 45 00:18:35 77.6% 72 00:37:10 78.8% 91 78.2% 163
Morrison Chris M 60 00:21:10 78.0% 76 00:43:40 78.0% 87 78.0% 163
Sanderson John M 40 00:17:15 80.0% 84 00:39:50 70.1% 77 75.1% 161
GreenS Scott M 40 00:17:50 77.4% 70 00:35:40 78.3% 89 77.9% 159
Powell Mark M 40 00:17:20 79.7% 81 00:39:40 70.4% 78 75.0% 159
Scoltock Calvin M 50 00:18:55 78.0% 75 00:40:00 75.1% 83 76.5% 158
Smith Tina F 70 00:27:55 77.8% 73 01:02:00 74.8% 82 76.3% 155
Warrington Caroline F 40 00:19:20 79.4% 79 00:46:10 68.5% 71 74.0% 150
Williams Jason M 45 00:17:55 79.3% 78 00:42:00 68.6% 72 74.0% 150
Lamb Graham M 60 00:22:25 73.7% 66 00:48:00 70.9% 79 72.3% 145
Stevens-Meany Ellie F 35 00:19:35 75.9% 68 00:43:50 69.7% 76 72.8% 144
Gower Ian M 55 00:21:30 71.3% 62 00:44:00 71.3% 80 71.3% 142
Makin Martin M 45 00:20:00 71.1% 61 00:40:00 72.1% 81 71.6% 142
WatsonK Kristian M 35 00:16:40 80.0% 83 00:44:00 61.5% 58 70.8% 141
Doran Tim M 40 00:19:55 69.3% 59 00:39:50 70.1% 77 69.7% 136
Bolton Derek M 60 00:22:00 72.6% 64 00:48:50 67.2% 70 69.9% 134
Wright Peter M 55 00:19:20 81.9% 88 01:00:10 54.0% 46 68.0% 134
Clarke Simon M 45 00:19:55 71.4% 63 00:43:20 66.5% 69 68.9% 132
Potter Chris M 60 00:24:15 66.9% 57 00:48:30 68.9% 73 67.9% 130
Wilson John M 45 00:19:10 75.2% 67 00:46:30 63.0% 63 69.1% 130
Ludford Martin M 60 00:22:20 72.7% 65 00:51:40 64.7% 64 68.7% 129
Bratt Natalie F 35 00:22:30 66.5% 55 00:47:10 65.2% 66 65.9% 121
Clayton Tim M 55 00:23:35 66.1% 53 00:48:40 65.6% 67 65.8% 120
Turner Mark M 45 00:18:25 78.3% 77 66 78.3% 143
Hulme Lorna F 35 00:23:10 64.3% 48 00:46:20 66.1% 68 65.2% 116
Edwards Robert M 50 00:22:35 65.3% 51 00:48:30 61.9% 60 63.6% 111
Bexton Chris F 60 00:29:00 63.9% 45 00:59:50 65.0% 65 64.5% 110
Jones Paul M 45 00:22:10 66.0% 52 00:50:10 59.4% 56 62.7% 108
Leek Steve M 50 00:21:35 70.5% 60 00:53:00 56.3% 48 63.4% 108
Wilkinson Martin M 60 00:25:10 64.0% 46 00:52:40 62.9% 62 63.4% 108
Hunter Ian M 40 00:22:45 61.6% 40 00:45:30 62.4% 61 62.0% 101
Coote Peter M 65 00:26:20 63.2% 43 00:56:10 61.2% 57 62.2% 100
Kinsgbury Mick M 50 00:36:30 85.2% 99 85.2% 99
Oxland David M 65 00:19:30 87.7% 99 87.7% 99
Mellor Kathryn F 45 00:25:15 64.0% 47 00:58:20 57.4% 51 60.7% 98
Millward Steve M 40 00:15:50 86.6% 98 86.6% 98
Spencer David M 60 00:26:05 61.2% 39 00:53:10 61.7% 59 61.5% 98
Hawkey Emma F 40 00:24:00 64.4% 50 00:58:20 54.7% 47 59.6% 97
Higginbottom Jim M 35 00:32:20 84.1% 97 84.1% 97
Aspley-Davis Martin M 40 00:21:35 64.4% 49 00:53:20 52.8% 45 58.6% 94
Lee Gordon M 50 00:18:00 83.9% 93 83.9% 93
Flude Gary M 50 00:24:15 61.8% 41 00:53:50 56.8% 50 59.3% 91
Gonzales Jose M 40 00:22:25 61.20% 38 00:48:00 57.7% 53 59.4% 91
Ellis Dave M 60 00:28:05 56.9% 35 00:56:10 58.4% 55 57.6% 90
Parkin Russell M 55 00:18:55 82.4% 90 82.4% 90
Bradshaw Kirsty F 40 00:26:20 58.3% 37 00:54:40 57.5% 52 57.9% 89
Birch John M 60 00:28:30 56.5% 34 00:57:10 57.9% 54 57.2% 88
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Corea Orlando M 40 00:17:25 81.0% 87    81.0% 87

Long Matthew M 45 00:23:30 61.8% 42 01:09:10 42.7% 43 52.3% 85

GreenA Andy M 55 00:19:20 80.0% 82    80.0% 82

Mayes Richard M 50 00:26:40 55.3% 33 00:53:20 56.3% 49 55.8% 82

Callow Chris M 45    00:42:50 69.0% 74 69.0% 74

Tolley Philip M 70 00:39:50 46.3% 30 01:24:40 45.0% 44 45.7% 74

Shaw Maria F 40 00:19:40 77.6% 71    77.6% 71

Jones Paul V M 50 00:19:25 76.0% 69    76.0% 69

Wallace Lucy F 35 00:22:05 67.3% 58    67.3% 58

Wilkinson Sophie F 45 00:23:35 66.6% 56    66.6% 56

Andrews Louise F 40 00:22:55 66.2% 54    66.2% 54

ParkinP Paula F 50 00:26:50 63.7% 44    63.7% 44

Bates Heather F 35    01:15:10 41.1% 42 41.1% 42

Holmes Katie F 55 00:30:55 57.2% 36    57.2% 36

Pulley Lindsay M 80 00:38:30 55.2% 32    55.2% 32

Howard Ben M 35 00:27:05 49.6% 31    49.6% 31

   M35 Jack Poxon snatched                W50 Joanne Willoughby                     M50 Donald Brown  CPB 
    a fantastic gold with a                      new British record and CPB              and British record 
   10m75cm Triple Jump                       of 4m82cm in the Long Jump            of 8.94 in the 60m hurdles
                                                                      

Paula Williams (pictured) 
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